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MV2005C0032 and MV2005L2-0015

Gahcho Kué Closure Workshop: Interim Closure and Reclamation Plan
Record of Meeting
March 2, 2016 8:30-4:30pm
Explorer Hotel, Yellowknife, NT
Agenda:
Time
8:30

16:30

Subject
Opening Prayer-Joe Rabesca
Safety Moment
Objective of Workshop
Summary of Gahcho Kué Project
Mine closure planning in the NWT
Break
Gahcho Kué ICRP Document
Break-out discussion groups (Topic: Closure Criteria)
Group 1: Site Wide and Infrastructure
Group 2: Mine Rock Piles and PK Disposal Areas
Group 3: Kennady Lake and Open Pits
Lunch
Current Gahcho Kué ICRP (continued)
Reclamation Research Plan
Break-out discussion groups (Topic: Research)
Group 1: Re-vegetation
Group 2: Final Landforms to Support Wildlife Habitat
Group 3: Post Closure Seepage
Break-out groups reporting and open discussion
Next Steps
Questions
Closing Remarks

Attendance:
Organization

Representative

10:00
10:30

12:30
13:30

15:00

Arktis Solutions
De Beers

DFO
DKFN
EC
GNWT
Golder
IEMA
LKDFN

Reid Smith
Jamie Van Gulck
Andrew Williams
Sarah McLean
Patrick Kramers
Alex Hood
Marc D’Aguair
Dave Pierrot
Stanley Beck-Louine
Melissa Pinto
Sarah Lacey McMillan
Paul Green
Rick Walbourne
John Faithful
Emery Paquin
Lauren King
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MVEIRB
MVLWB
Ni Hadi Xa
NSMA
NWTMN

Tlicho
YKDFN

Gahcho Kué Closure Workshop

Sachi Di Souza
Kate Mansfield
Angela Love
Lindsey Cymbalisty
Rebecca Chouinard
Todd Slack
Shin Shiga
Lawrence Mercredi
Tom Unka
Ron Beaulieu (FRMC)
Arthur Beck (FRMC)
Shawn MacKay (FRMC)
Joe Rabesca
Michael Birlea
Alex Power

Presentation
As per attached presentations
Next Steps



The summary notes will be circulated for comment by participants.
The draft ICRP document will be revised and submitted to the Mackenzie Valley Land and
Water Board (MVLWB) prior to September 24, 2016.
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Gahcho Kué Closure Workshop

Table 1. Discussion items from the Gahcho Kué March 2, 2016 closure criteria workshop.
Section/Topic
Maps

Process

Water

Participant Question/Statement
IEMA (Emery):
Your dykes are not identified on the
maps presented on the slides, can
you please include.
ENR
(Rick):
Has anything been approved
through the Board process? Are the
objectives up for discussion as well?

FRMC (Sean):
Are you taking the acidic water and
putting it into the pits? Is this from
the early mine?
Will it be analyzed for POPC? (mostly
concerned with pH)

De Beers/Other Response
We will show them on some of the
figures at lunch.
The ICRP has not gone through the
Board process yet, however the
Conceptual Closure and
Reclamation Plan was submitted as
part of the W.L and LUP process.
The objectives are up for discussion.
That being said, we held a workshop
in September of 2014 on closure
objectives, so today we are hoping
that the discussion can move
toward the criteria. The number of
options decreases as our facilities
are completed. The best time to
set the criteria for closure is before
facilities are constructed.
MVLWB (Lyndsay): no formal
decision from the Board has been
made. Submission of the ICRP is
due within 24 months following
issuance of the Project Water
Licence (September 24, 2016). The
Board will decide what aspects of
the plan are subject to approval.
Water that is naturally coming from
the pits will be collected and will be
put back in the pits post closure. We
have been asked by communities to
put the water back post closure.
As part of the EIR process we
modeled the groundwater and the
process that we just described when
water from the pits is pumped to the
Water Management Pond.
We also looked at Kennady Lake
post closure. The mine will monitor
the water quality to confirm
predictions made in the EIS.
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Section/Topic
Drinking Water

Participant Question/Statement
GNWT (Rick):
Are you committing to a health or
aesthetic objective as a water
quality criteria?

Closure Vision

NXH (Todd):
Can you please describe the closure
vision for the site? What will it look
like in 50 years?

De Beers/Other Response
We are proposing an objective for
water quality and sediment quality
that is sustainable for interaction
with aquatic life, wildlife, and
people. The proposed criteria are:
Water and sediment quality that
meets territorial/federal guidelines
or site-specific risk-based criteria for
water and sediment. It is expected
that those guidelines/risk-based
criteria would be linked to health
but not to aesthetics.
The goals for the mine are stated in
the NWT Guideline: “To return the
mine site and affected areas to
viable, and wherever practicable,
self-sustaining ecosystems that are
compatible with a healthy
environment and with human
activities.” (GNWT, 2013)
De Beers has proposed Objectives
and criteria for the mine to assist us
in reaching that goal. The
objectives and criteria focus on
aspects of closure such as water
quality, physical stability,
compatibility with the surrounding
landscape, and wildlife protection.
The closure environment will see
Kennady Lake returned to a fish
bearing lake, and the water will be
safe to drink. Final mine rock pile
landforms will be remain on the
land. These piles should not pose
undue risk to wildlife.
In the breakout sessions we want to
understand what people want to
achieve when the mine closes and
exactly how that could be translated
into Objectives and Criteria.
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Section/Topic
Tailings

Timing

Water
Resource
Extraction

Gahcho Kué Closure Workshop

Participant Question/Statement
FRMC (Sean):
You mentioned that the piles left in
place will be PK? Will some of the
PK be used to backfill the pits?

GNWT (Rick):
The PK facilities are being closed in
Year 6 and 7 because the kimberlite
is going into Hearne? What happens
in year 9 when the two backfilled
pits are being closed?
NXH (Todd):
What is the nominal lake depth
above the backfilled pits?
GNWT (Rick):
Is there any potential that the
delineation of the reserve may
extend further than currently
planned? Is there a contingency for
the mine rock storage?

Mining

FRMC (Ron):
How wide are the open pit benches
going to be?

Deposition

GNWT (Rick):
What grain size is fine PK?

De Beers/Other Response
Yes, and there will also be mine
rock piles left in place. PK will be
deposited in the Fine PK facility, and
the Coarse PK pile during the first
half of the mine life. Mine Rock will
be placed in the South and West
Mine Rock Piles. Once mining of
5034 and Hearne has ceased, PK
and Mine Rock from Tuzo may be
deposited in the mined out pits.
Approximately 2/3rds of the fine PK
produced during the life of the mine
will be used as backfill within the
mined pits
From Year 6, backfilling is
considered a closure activity.
The mined out pits will continue to
be backfilled with mine rock waste
and PK from Tuzo Pit.
At least 5 m.
Additional reserves would result in
additional waste rock. This could be
placed in Hearne or 5034 pits, or
would require additional on-land
disposal resulting in either an
increase in height of the mine rock
piles or an increase in footprint.
The vertical height of each bench
will be between 12 m and 15 m.
The width of the benches will vary
between 7 m and 14 m depending
on the overall design steepness of
the pit walls.
Less than <0.25 mm.
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Section/Topic
Commitment

Gahcho Kué Closure Workshop

Participant Question/Statement
NHX
(Todd):
Are the marks on Slide 32
representative of seepage
monitoring?

De Beers/Other Response

How will permafrost be monitored
within the pile?

The piles are not yet completed.
Temporary sumps will be used to
collect and monitor the water.
Thermistors will be placed within the
pile. The locations are not yet
determined.

Need to have linkages to this in the
closure plan.
Acid Rock
NHX (Todd):
Drainage (ARD) Is there any contingency if ARD is
noticed coming from the pile?

Dykes

GNWT (Rick):
Is there any anticipation of water
quality issues once the dyke is
breached?

Is there any consideration being
given to movement of fish
populations?

The lines are just cross section
lines. Under the WL we are required
to do seepage monitoring twice a
year, as well as SNP monitoring.

Noted.
There is a management plan with
requirements for monitoring
(Geochemical Characterization
Plan). The monitoring data will be
compared against the low action
levels stated in the plan. If low
action levels are exceeded, then the
management responses outlined in
the plan will be implemented.
In short no. We have a good
understanding of the anticipated
water quality. We will also have
operational monitoring that we can
use to compare to EA predictions to
check our predictions during
operations. The same is true for the
period of time we’ll be re-filling the
lake. We will continue to monitor
during that time, and will be able to
compare measurements with
predictions. If any water quality
issues are encountered during mine
life or early phases of closure then
options for changes to the Water
Management Plan may be
evaluated.
Yes, fish will be able to move into
Kennady Lake once Dyke A is
breached. Internal dykes will also
either be breached or lowered if
required to facilitate flow throughout
the lake.
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Section/Topic
Dykes

Participant Question/Statement
LKDFN (Lauren):
Dyke L is not on the schedule of
dykes to be breached?

Dykes

NHX (Todd):
Under what conditions will the dyke
be notched?

Refill

GNWT (Rick):
Has there been any consideration of
unintentional revegetation during
operations while it is dewatered?
Once the lake is refilled, the
vegetation will die off and cause
mercury or oxygenation concerns.

Vision

NHX (Todd):
Some of your post closure vision
items are better reflective of steps
to be taken to achieve the vision.
These should be placed in a
sequence section of how you will
achieve the vision.

De Beers/Other Response
Dyke L is part of the final structure
of the fine PK facility. At closure,
we may place a notch or channel
into dyke L to facilitate surface flow
from the Fine PK facility.
This evaluation will be done as part
of the cover research program
which will support the detailed
engineering design of the cover.
This site is to be closed in the first 6
years of operation and will be
subject to performance
observations during mine life.
This was considered through the EIR
process. There is evidence from the
Diavik example that some
vegetation will take hold. A lot of the
Kennady Lake basin will have water
in it, so it will be less likely that
vegetation will take hold. De Beers
will observe this item during the
mine life and assess if vegetation
will need to be removed prior to refilling.
Noted.
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Section/Topic
Criteria

Vision

Criteria and
Objectives

Categories
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Participant Question/Statement
NHX (Todd):
We cannot focus on the criteria until
we have discussed and approved
the objectives. I am happy to hear
your criteria, but I think we are
jumping a step.

NHX (Todd):
What is the intended future use for
the GK site? Is it productive caribou
habitat? You need to set the future
goal now.

GNWT (Paul):
As the table is written, a lot of the
objectives drive the activity, which
drives the criteria, which informs the
activity. The criteria are used in the
relinquishing of security, so as the
plans progress, we assume that
these criteria will be refined.
NHX (Todd):
How did you determine what fell into
each category?

De Beers/Other Response
The objectives and criteria function
as a set. It is important to consider
them together. Closure objectives
were proposed within the EIS
document in 2010. The September
2014 workshop focused on closure
objectives. De Beers would like to
move the conversation forward.
There are differing opinions as to
whether we can approve the
objectives and criteria at one time.
This is up to the Board. During the
break out sections we will be able to
discuss both items in more detail.
Board: De Beers is still open to
refining the objectives, the criteria
are still very general but helps us to
understand that the objectives are
manageable.
The goal as stated in the NWT
Guidelines is “To return the mine
site and affected areas to viable,
and wherever practicable, selfsustaining ecosystems that are
compatible with a healthy
environment and with human
activities.” (GNWT, 2013)
Regarding caribou, the ICRP
proposes the site will be safe for
caribou travel. Overall, the site
should not pose an unacceptable
risk to aquatic life, people or
wildlife. Additional desired uses
can be discussed within the
upcoming break out groups.
Noted.

Site wide components apply across
the board. Then we have separate
criteria for specific aspects.
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Section/Topic
Mine Rock

Gahcho Kué Closure Workshop

Participant Question/Statement
NHX (Todd):
Does the upland criteria include
mine rock piles? You have not
committed previously to
revegetating the rock piles. You
have committed to consider
revegetating mine rock piles.

De Beers/Other Response
It does not include the mine rock
piles.
Revegetation research trials will
focus on re-establishing vegetation
at the mine site including on roads
and pads.
Evaluation of cover options for the
PK facilities will be a separate
research item. The focus there is on
erosion control.
De Beers has committed to listen
and have an open conversation with
Aboriginal communities about
preferences regarding re-vegetation
of mine rock piles.

ARD

NHX (Todd):
What will you do if you observe
ARD? Does a contingency exist?
Dilution of ARD covering off the pile
is something you are open to?

ARD

NSMA (Shin):
How much time do you have
between placement and observed
instances of potential ARD?
NHX (Todd):
If you deposit ARD in year 1, then it
will have a large amount of rock
placed on top of it. How does this
give you flexibility in dealing with the
issue?

ARD

Decisions will be made based upon
monitoring data. Monitoring under
the geochemical characterization
plan will help to inform this item. We
are using a 0.1% sulphur content to
delineate as PAG. We have been
very conservative with this number.
Depends on a number of factors, so
is very hard to give a definitive
answer.
We have flexibility in the seepage
monitoring and management. The
issue will be encountered early on in
the process.
We already test an ongoing set
number of mine rock samples to
determine PAG potential. This will
allow us to respond to issues prior
to refilling Kennedy Lake. Additional
discussion of this is presented
within the Water Management Plan.
It is also worth noting that 60 days
prior to the refilling of Kennedy
Lake, we need to submit a final
water management plan. This plan
will be informed by monitoring
results observed throughout mining.
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Section/Topic
Stability

Gahcho Kué Closure Workshop

Participant Question/Statement
NHX (Todd):
Is the uncertainty that you don’t
know if the erosion resistant cover
is stable?
Is there concern that 1 m is
insufficient?
You can better explain the purposes
of the various research activities.
This helps us understand the
rationale for why you are making
changes based on your research.

TK

Air Quality

Commitments

LKDFN (Lauren):
How is TK included in the
reclamation research plan?

FRMC (Ron):
What is the effect of Ammonium
Nitrate residue being deposited
through aeolian processes on the
lake bed?
NHX (Todd):
Was there a requirement to
maintain Kennedy Lake as
oligotrophic and was this
considered as an appropriate
criteria?

De Beers/Other Response
The uncertainty is that we are
unsure of the final geotechnical
properties of the PK, and what
assumptions should be made for
inputs in the stability analysis.
Research needs to be done to
assess design considerations such
as buffering capability for wildlife
and preventing differential
settlement in the cover or upward
PK migration. The overarching
uncertainty in this case is assessing
the best method for erosion control
that is acceptable to all parties.
Noted.
Aboriginal people have been
included in the review of the project
from the very beginning. We heard
from TK holders that the footprint
should be small, that the lake
should be refilled in a condensed
time frame, and that caribou should
be able to pass through safely.
Some of this input is now research
items, including how exactly we can
re-fill the lake faster, and how we
can design the final cover of the PK
facilities to ensure caribou can
safely travel through the area.
The project will evolve over mine
life. We will continue to engaged
with Aboriginal people and
incorporate their feedback as ICRP
and the Project progresses.
This was considered as an input to
the model. The bulk of the material
with elevated nitrates will report to
the Tuzo Pit.
No, but there will be small scale
nutrient loadings.
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Section/Topic
Nutrient
Loading

Linkage to
other reports

Gahcho Kué Closure Workshop

Participant Question/Statement
GNWT (Rick):
Will all of the post closure water be
coming from N11? Where are the
nutrients coming from?
It would be interesting to
understand the nutrient loads.
NHX (Todd):
Will the Geochemical
characterization plan inform the
closure plan? The concern is
whether the PAG predictions are
accurate.

De Beers/Other Response
There is no such commitment.
There may be some nitrates from
the rock pile, the water
management pond and the
watershed itself. These have been
incorporated into the water quality
models.
The geochemical plan is approved
but there is still a requirement for a
rock placement report. As part of
that work, we have sampled rock
placed throughout the site to
confirm that we have placed
material as per the plan. Only NAG
is used for project infrastructure.
This is work is proceeding. The rock
placement verification plan is also
verifying whether our operating
procedures are performing to
ensure appropriate placement.
Ongoing closure planning will
consider the geochemical
monitoring results.
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Morning Break Out Group #1 Closure Objectives and Criteria
Site Wide and Infrastructure
Section/Topic
Actions and
measurements
(General)

General

Closure
objectives/crit
eria (SW1,
SW3, SW5, I2)

Revegetation
(I1)

Linkage from
closure
objectives/crit
eria to
research
Community
representation

Participant Suggestion/Statement
Greater detail should be provided
regarding the proposed number and
timing of inspections, and/or
duration of performance monitoring
(e.g. water quality), in order to
determine whether a closure criteria
has been met.
There is not a meaningful amount of
time to even discuss the objectives.
Objectives and Criteria don’t need to
proceed in concert. Objectives are
qualitative goals, statements that
outline how you intend to close the
components. Criteria are where
you measure if you’ve achieved that
intention.
The closure objectives should be
improved beyond establishing
“safe” conditions for wildlife, and
strive to achieve conditions which
are similar to the surrounding
landscape. This could include the
use of TK metrics for certain closure
criteria and consider traditional land
uses.
Revegetation criteria should be
moved out of the Infrastructure
heading, and back under the Site
Wide heading. This is due to some
desire for revegetation at the Mine
Rock Piles and PK areas, and a De
Beers commitment for aquatic
revegetation in Kennady Lake,
which are all separate mine
components.
A clear linkage between the planned
research and applicable closure
objectives/criteria should be
provided. If possible this would be
presented within the existing
summary table.
Representatives from the impacted
communities should be included as
part of the final engineer’s
inspection to provide a TK
component.

Response
Noted

Understood. It is worth noting
however that a workshop
specifically aimed at discussing the
objectives was held in September of
2014. Today’s workshop is an
opportunity to examine the
proposed criteria for meeting those
objectives.
Noted.

The revegetation criteria however do
not apply to the mine rock piles or
the PK facilities. The commitment
to revegetation is very different for
those facilities as compared to the
mine site/infrastructure.

Noted. The table will be updated to
better articulate the linkages.

Noted
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Section/Topic
Wildlife
passage and
use (SW5)
Closure
principles
Aesthetic
conditions
(SW6)

Gahcho Kué Closure Workshop

Participant Suggestion/Statement
Specific habitat features, such as
bear den habitat and/or access and
egress ramps at Mine Rock Piles,
should be considered for inclusion
in the closure criteria.
Returning the site to allow
traditional land use should be
clearly stated as a closure principle.
Closure criteria should include
additional metrics such as
revegetation and topography.

Response
Noted.

Noted.
Noted.
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Morning Break Out Group #2 Closure Objectives and Criteria
Mine Rock Piles and PK Areas
Section/To
pic
Chemical
stability

Caribou use

Closure
Criteria
(General)
PK Areas
Vegetation
growth
substrate
Mine Rock
Piles
Organic
material
Seepage

Participant Suggestion/Statement

Response

GNWT (Rick):
Table 20: objectives related to mine
rock and PK piles- only mentions
physical stability. Needs to include
chemical stability. Later discussions
on seepage and geochemical
monitoring should be included
under the criteria.
Consideration in the
objectives/criteria should be given
to safe caribou travel. If the mine
rock at surface is too large caribou
have been known to incur leg
injuries.
Two to three inches in diameter is
the roughly the maximum size that
should be at surface of the piles.
Ekati has investigated the use of
caribou crossings, lessons learned
from this mine and others should be
researched.
Temporal aspects of the closure
criteria should be included.

Noted

Will revegetation work at the PK
areas? What is the end condition?

The primary purpose of cover
material at the PK facilities is for
erosion control.
Noted

The lake bottom will be the only
source of silty material, there are
limited organics on natural ground.
Blasting from the pit may produce
smaller size rock that can be used
as a source to cover the piles.
Composting of organic materials
could be used as a source of
organics at closure.
Should there be specific
objectives/criteria for seepage at
the PK areas and mine rock piles?

Noted

Noted

Noted
Noted
Seepage objectives/criteria applies
to the entire site.
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Section/To
pic
Inspections by
a Professional
Engineer

Closure
Objectives
(PK1 and PK2)
Closure
Objectives
(PK1 and PK2)

Gahcho Kué Closure Workshop

Participant Suggestion/Statement
What scale is this occurring? What
does this mean? What does a
“satisfactory” inspection satisfy?
More detail is needed. This can be
developed and evolve over time.
What does it have to be a
professional engineer, and not a
land user? Plain language criteria
should also be established do they
can be judged by land users.
Completion of engineer’s design
and the stability analysis could be
an objective instead of a criteria.
How can you ensure the fine PK is
contained behind the filter dyke?

Seepage at the
Mine Rock
Piles and PK
areas

How will seepage quality be
monitored at the Mine Rock Piles
and PK areas?

Fish
Populations

How will fish populations be reestablished?

Mine Rock
Piles

Nothing else is this high out on the
land.
Can the piles be shaped into an
esker or similar landform?

Response
Noted

Noted
This will be completed by monitoring
downstream of the dyke, and
execution of a research program to
aid in design of a rock cover which
will contain the fine PK.
During operations, seepage quality
will be monitored using the
sumps/ditches adjacent the Mine
Rock and PK areas. The seepage
input from each specific facility
can’t be monitored at times when
the water management areas or
Kennady Lake water levels exceed
the existing monitoring point.
Fish are expected to natural recolonize Kennady Lake once Dyke A
is removed.
The option of lower Mine Rock Piles
was evaluated during the EIR. The
decision to have taller piles, which
covered a smaller footprint was
selected. The option of lowering the
piles is no longer being evaluated.
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Morning Break Out Group #3 Closure Objectives and Criteria
Kennady Lake and Open Pits (Water)
Section/Topic
Dykes
Dykes

Participant
Suggestion/Statement
DFO (Mark):
Do the Kennady Lake criteria
include the dykes?
NWTMN (Tom):
How will the dykes be
breached? How are you going to
control sedimentation when the
dykes are breached? Where will
the fish be restored from? Did
you not kill all of the fish in the
lake?

Response
Yes.
Some dykes will be lowered by
removing material from the top.
Others will be breached by cutting a
section out. It is anticipated that
much of this work will proceed
during active closure before lake refilling so that sediment suspension
will be minimized.
Objective is to restore natural flow
in the lake. The fish will come in
from the downstream once dyke A
is breached.

Fish

DFO/GNWT (Rick):
What would you do if fish are
not restored in the lake?
So your criteria is that the
ecosystem is capable of
supporting life, or that it actually
does have fish in it?

Dyke A blocks off the mine area
from the downstream. Connection
will not be reestablished until Water
Quality meets the required
standards.
DFO- the fish deaths are being off
set in other areas. Water quality will
fall under EC.
The plan is for fish to naturally
recolonize. The plan is not to
translocate fish from other areas
and this came from DFO and
communities. The goal is to
reestablish a productive ecosystem.
We have not changed the objectives
as laid out in the EIR. We did add in
criteria to assess.

It needs more specific wording
that discusses the post closure
monitoring to be completed to
meet the objective.

Agreed, there will be additional
wording added regarding post
closure monitoring.

There is wording under the
Fisheries Authorization that is
applicable.

Agreed, we can reference the
Fisheries Authorization.
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Section/Topic
Fish Habitat (KL3)
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Participant
Suggestion/Statement
GNWT (Rick):
Section 2.5.5 discusses new
trout habitat and spawning
habitat, in section 6.2 discusses
the top elevation of the capping
to promote habitat creation. Is
all of the references to habitat
creation related to FAA or is it
additional work?
Will you opportunistically create
habitat? Could be linked to
reestablishing flows, habitat
enhancement etc.

Post Closure

FRMC (SB):
What is considered “long term
care”?

Fish Habitat

MVLWB (Lindsey):
n objective for enhanced fish
habitat is possibly too specific
for the Board. Do objectives 3
and 5 cover off the requirement
to Fish Habitat?

Response
The primary regulator for this is
DFO. We will meet the FAA. If these
features meet multiple objectives,
then great. If there is a disconnect
between MVEIRB and DFO
requirements then that will need to
addressed.

We will conduct research into
reestablishment of vegetation. We
are not committing to percent cover
of vegetation in the water, as we are
unsure of what would be
achievable. Can be revised without
changing the objective.
Principle is dictated by the MVLWB.
If this mine site needs long term
active care, then the security will not
be returned ($67 million). Company
remains liable in this case.
Agreed, may be difficult. Can meet a
series of objectives with several
criteria. You could remove
objectives KL3 and retain the
components under KL5. Do not
need to reiterate the FAA.
DFO: cannot act in isolation. Could
be referenced as a component of.

Criteria

GNWT (Rick):
Specific enough that we could
understand the goal posts, but
understand that they will be
refined in the final closure plan.
MVLWB (Lindsey): Water quality
should be expanded. Appreciate
the attempts to quantify.

Noted.
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Section/Topic
Open Pits
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Participant
Suggestion/Statement
GNWT (Rick):
Are you measuring the top and
bottom layer of the water to
assess whether meromixis will
occur? For how long will this be
assessed?

Response
Can be modified to “meromictic
conditions will be established in the
lake”. There are some issues with
the measurement actions vs. the
specific criteria. Will be informed by
the research plan.
MVLWB: Do not remove the Water
quality criteria- need to note that
you will maintain a concentration
that will ensure meromixis is
maintained.

Meromictic
conditions (OP2)

Key Questions
Watershed

Air Quality
Spawning

MVLWB (Lindsey)/
GNWT (Rick):
Some confusion between the
objective and criteria. The
criteria does not directly link how is a measurement
indicating stability? The criteria
may be focused on a
satisfactory final geotechnical
inspection prior to refilling.
Concerns covered under each
individual aspect. It needs to be
measurable and achievable.
GNWT (Rick): The ICRP does not
have any reference to flooded
areas outside of the flooded
area of Kennady. What will the
areas above the flooding (D2,
D1 and E1) look like post
closure.
FRMC (SB):
What about air quality in the
vicinity of the mine?
FRMC (SB):
Concerns over spawning in deep
water areas.

Noted

Noted.
Further detail will be added
regarding the closure landscape at
the raised lakes.

We have proposed wite wide criteria
that address air quality.
De Beers is required to re-stablish
fish habitat. The specifics regarding
the type of habitat created are
outlined in the Fisheries
Authorization. DFO is the primary
regulator, however GNWT will also
be involved.
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Afternoon Break Out Group #1 Reclamation Research
Revegetation
Section/Topic
Research
uncertainty

Linkage to
closure
objectives/crit
eria

Predicted
timelines
Salvaged
growth
substrate
Area 7

Location of
research trials

Research
targets

Participant Suggestion/Statement
The reclamation uncertainty should
be reworded to focus on if
revegetation can be established at
disturbed areas to level consistent
with the surrounding areas, and if
so, how.
The ICRP should clearly identify the
linkage of planned research to the
closure objectives and criteria,
where applicable.
Closure objectives should be
improved beyond what is currently
known to be achievable, and
research should be developed in an
attempt to meet these objectives.
Research should seek to identify the
expected timelines for revegetation
to reach target levels.
Research should include a focus on
how to optimize the storage and
implementation of available lakebed
sediments and overburden which
have been stockpiled.
Area 7 should be used, if possible,
for aquatic revegetation research
activities and/or as an area of
progressive reclamation within the
Kennady Lake mine component.
Consideration should be given to
the potential influence of ongoing
mine operations on any
revegetation field trials. Ideally trials
will be located outside of areas
subject to significant stress
associated with mining (e.g. dust
emissions).
To inform research, completed
characterization of the surrounding
wildlife habitat should be reviewed
so that it may provide specific
metrics (i.e. vegetation cover,
species diversity) that can be
incorporated into the experimental
design of field trials.

Response
Noted

The Objectives must be achievable.
Research will assist us in
developing the best techniques to
achieve the objectives.

Noted
Noted

Area 7 will be considered for revegetation research activities
however it may not be suitable due
to its use in the operational water
management.
Noted

Noted
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Revegetation
for caribou
habitat

Research should seek to develop
revegetation methods that will
achieve conditions that allow for
establishment of caribou habitat
similar in quality to the surrounding
area. This should be a primary goal.
Desktop review The desktop review should include
an effort to compile TK already
documented on the topic of
revegetation for this project to date.

Gahcho Kué Closure Workshop

Noted

Noted
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Gahcho Kué Closure Workshop

Afternoon Break Out Group #2: Reclamation Research
Final Landforms and Engineered Covers
Section/Topic
Roads

Backfilling
Open Pits

Research
(General)
Traditional
Knowledge
Research
(General)

Research
(General)

Linkage
between
research and
objectives/crit
eria
Mine Rock
Piles
Caribou
movement on
Mine Rock
Piles

Participant Suggestion/Statement
FRMC (Ron):
Diavik used kimberlite in road
construction and they had to
remove it later on because it was
harmful.
MVEIRB (Sachi):
Does the water content affect
backfilling in the Pits?
What would happen if you have less
room than expected in the Pits? Will
there be specific layers of mine
rock and PK, or will the backfilling
include
LKDFN (Lauren):
Inclusion of TK should occur in
each research program.
NSMA (Lawrence):
Any project at the site needs to
have a TK component.
LKDFN (Lauren):
Are the research studies shared
publically? How?
What interaction occurs with other
mines in terms of data sharing? A
working group should be formed to
share information and work
collaboratively on similar
challenges (e.g. wildlife monitoring).
GNWT (Paul):
A clear link should be provided
between the proposed research
projects and the closure
objectives/criteria.
MVEIRB (Sachi):
You should want caribou on the
pile, and assume it will be useable
from the beginning.
FRMC (Ron)/ NSMA (Lawrence):
Caribou can get disorientated if
they get to the top of piles, and may
become stuck up there for days.
The haul road should be wide to
allow movement of the caribou up
and down the piles.

Response
Noted

The backfilling of the pits is
described in the updated Project
Description (2013), and the
Processed Kimberlite and Mine
Rock Management Plan (2015).

Noted
Noted
Research findings will be submitted
on an annual basis with the
completion of the Annual Closure
and Reclamation Plan Progress
Report.
De Beers staff discuss closure and
reclamation activities with the other
mines on an as-needed basis.
Efforts will be made to establish a
more regular information sharing
body for reclamation research.
Noted

Noted

Noted
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Mine rock
placement

Mine Rock
Piles
Revegetation
Metal uptake
at PK areas

Criteria for
wildlife habitat
Research
(General)
Mine Rock
Piles

Mine Rock
Piles

Gahcho Kué Closure Workshop

MVEIRB (Sachi):
A cost-benefit analysis should be
completed for placing mine rock
into the Tuzo Pit instead of WMP
water.
MVEIRB (Sachi):
Will you be contouring the mine
rock as it is placed at the piles?
LKDFN (Lauren):
If the goal is to return caribou then
we should use PK to revegetate.
GNWT (Paul):
De Beers should investigate the
geochemistry of the PK and
potential for metal uptake in
vegetation to inform revegetation
strategies.
MVEIRB (Sachi):
If 50 wolf dens have been lost then
50 dens should be put back.
What is a desktop review? Is it grey
literature? Who does the research?
What is the height of the piles at
other sites? Do animals go up? Do
you want the piles designed to
allow caribou on them? It may be
easier to assume caribou access,
as it would be easier to make
changes later in the mine’s life to
prevent access, then allow it.
Long term erosion stability is a
potential concern.

Revegetation

PK may be of use for revegetation if
augmented with organics. Ekati
should be reviewed as an example.

Research
(Engineered
Covers)

Research should explore if it is safe
to apply PK to soils used for
revegetation with consideration to
metals uptake by plants.
Engagement should be done to
present findings.

Tuzo Pit is the last pit to be mined.
There will be no mine rock to place
there.
The mine rock will be placed in the
piles as per the Detailed
Construction Plans submitted and
approved by the Board
Noted
Noted

Noted
Desktop review would include all
available work on the subject, both
grey and peer-reviewed.
The height of piles at other sites
varies greatly. The interest in
allowing easier access to caribou is
noted.

Erosion is addressed through our
Erosion Management Plan, as well
as our various Construction
Management Plans for each facility.
It also features in our ICRP closure
criteria and objectives
Public concern initially that metals
uptake in plants at the PK pile.
Moisture availability will largely
control success of revegetation on
the PK Pile
Noted
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Research
(Engineered
Covers)
Revegetation

Gahcho Kué Closure Workshop

Slumping within the fine PK may be
solved by adding amendments (e.g.
cement or concrete).
An option may be to revegetate only
the haul road and the top of the
mine rock piles, where caribou will
travel most.

Noted
Noted
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Gahcho Kué Closure Workshop

Afternoon Break Out Group #3 Reclamation Research
Seepage, Meromixis, and Post Closure Refilling
Section/Topic

Participant Suggestion/Statement

Response

Seepage

EC (SLM):
]How does the research feed into
the plan?

Seepage

GNWT (Rick): So the PAG will be
placed on the bottom of the rock
pile that will later be submerged?

Seepage quality was determined
through geochemical testing over
the course of 5 years. It was
determined what would be
classified as PAG and these models
will be rerun to determine if it meets
criteria before connectivity is
reestablished.
There will be three places where
PAG can be placed, under the future
water level, in the mined out pits
and in the center of the pile.

How will you manage the exposed
rock prior to flooding?

Chemocline

GNWT (Rick):
How far along will the Ekati and
Diavik lakes be when you are
looking at closing the pits?

Water
Management

GNWT (Rick):
Section 5.2.5: will the low water
quality at Hearne be transferred to
Tuzo?
MVEIRB (Kate):
Does each research item feed into
the resulting criteria? It is also
important to include additional
metrics that help to determine if you
have met a specific criteria (eg. TK).
MVEIRB (Kate):
Is there a trade-off between lake
recharge and lake colonization?

Research and
Criteria

Research

There is already water in the areas
that are planned to be used as PAG
storage areas. There are also
collection sumps around the pile.
PK material is not considered PAG,
but the mine rock pile does have
seepage monitoring stations.
It will require approximately 4-5
years to hit the high water mark at
Tuzo. Ekati and Diavik will have
some monitoring completed to
inform this work.
Tuzo will likely have the highest TDS
content. Water from Hearne will be
used to enhance meromixis.
Noted.

The EIS was based on a natural
recharge basis. The time frame did
not seem to impact the
reestablishment of the lower trophic
levels. Should be dictated by the
research plan.
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Research

Research
Water
Management

Monitoring
Timelines

Commitments
Chemical
Stability

Seepage

DFO (Mark):
Will there be a loss of “biological
memory”, so that fish will no longer
recolonize the area if you wait
longer to reestablish connectivity?
FRMC (SB):
Where will the fish come from?
GNWT (Rick):
If Tuzo is expanded and you delay
water being placed back into Tuzo,
how does it impact water
management at the pond? What
capacity exists there?
Will require an additional
preliminary screening. There are
obviously large closure implications
associated with this.
GNWT (Rick):
ICRP mentions that there will be 5
years of monitoring after
reconnection is established. How
long does De Beers predict it will
take for productivity to be
reestablished in the lake? And
associated with this, how does this
link to the 5 year monitoring
window? I am not confident that 5
years will be adequate to assess
ecosystem function.
LKDFN (Lauren):
Include a commitments table in the
ICRP.
NHX (Todd):
How are you demonstrating that you
have achieved chemical stability? Is
there not an opportunity to have a
monitoring well downgrade of the
piles?
NSMA(Shin):
So you will be monitoring the water
quality around the seepage sites?

Gahcho Kué Closure Workshop

Uncertain research items. There are
a lot of examples of fish
recolonizing areas that were not
previously inhabited.
Downstream. There is a
requirement to allow grayling to
continue to spawn.
We can store water in Area 7 by
Dyke A for downstream flow
mitigation until water can be placed
into Tuzo. We expect 700,000 m3 to
flow there during freshet but we will
have dewatered an area of about 5
million m3. If that is a viable option,
we will need to assess the risks
associated with the option and will
need to update the relevant Water
Management Plan.
The assumption has always been
that when it refills it will meet
closure objectives. The 5 year
monitoring discussed in the EIS
focused on the lower trophic levels.
The criteria around the
reestablishment of the higher
trophic levels was always
understood to take longer. We will
know by the time the 5 years is up
how the ecosystem is functioning
and whether it is as expected. Will
be data dependent.
Agreed.
Chemical stability is addressed
through the design of the pile. The
monitoring data during operation
will inform the research plan. The
criterion can be set for Kennedy
Lake.
This is monitored through the SNP.
The program for post closure
seepage monitoring has not yet
been established.
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Understanding
Meromixis in
the pit and
potential for
overturn

Sean Mackay (FRMC):
What work has been done to
confirm that meromixis will form
and remain in the pit?

Gahcho Kué Closure Workshop

A great deal of work has been
undertaken to understand the water
quality in Kennady lake and Tuzo Pit
as a result of the current Mine Plan
during operations and in
closure/post-closure. It is an
important component of the closure
water management plan. Since the
EA review and permitting process,
the WQ modelling work to predict
WQ in Kennady Lake and within the
pit has been updated to account for
mining schedule updates and
associated water management
modifications. These changes do
not affect the establishment or
permanence of the predicted
meromixis of the pit. There is a good
understanding of the site factors
that contribute to the WQ of the
lake and pit. The primary factor is
the groundwater (i.e., the
groundwater inflows to the pits as
they are being mined).
Groundwater inflows are the
primary source of the high salt
condition of the WMP at closure,
which at closure is the site water
that is directed to Tuzo Pit.
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Understanding
Meromixis in
the pit and
potential for
overturn

Sean Mackay (FRMC):
What are the circumstances that
would lead to a pit overturn?
?

Understanding Sean Mackay (FRMC):
Meromixis in
What would happen to the WQ in
the pit and
Kennady lake if the pit overturned
potential for
overturn

Gahcho Kué Closure Workshop

The volume of water transferred to
the pit, its salinity, the volume (and
depth) of freshwater above the
saline water, and the deep conical
shape of Tuzo pit contribute to the
strength and permanence of the
meromictic conditions in the pit.
The energy that would be required
to mix the pit volume is enormous
(the modelling had a scenario that
applied gale force winds over the pit
for a year, which did not result in
any erosion of the stratified
conditions). Therefore, wind
conditions experienced at site will
be insufficient to result in effects to
the meromictic conditions.
This water management plan has
been used as a water management
approach at other mines, and is
currently part of the mine plan for
pits at Ekati.
During operations and during the
refilling of Kennady Lake after water
from the WMP has been transferred
to Tuzo Pit, monitoring of WQ in the
Pit will be undertaken, which will
inform the closure plan.
Additionally, De Beers has
committed to carrying our research
work to identify potential measures
to enhance stability of a chemocline
within the flooded pits.
Earthquakes are events that may
result in a disturbance to the
meromixis, or a complete overturn.
As the mine is located within region
that is stable seismically, the
potential for an earthquake of
sufficient magnitude to overturn the
pit is unlikely. We have modelled
such an event to understand the
potential effects to WQ in Kennady
Lake. The effect is a substantial
change to WQ in Kennady Lake,
which would be fairly immediate,
but short lasting. Meromixis is
expected to re-establish.
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BREAKOUT GROUP #1

Site Wide and Infrastructure – Closure Criteria
Closure Objective

Proposed Closure Criteria

SW1 – Air quality levels
safe for people, vegetation,
aquatic life and wildlife.

Closure air quality criteria that meets
territorial/federal guidelines or site-specific
risk-based criteria.

Site Wide

SW2 – Drainage pathways
for surface runoff are
physically stable.

Satisfactory final inspection of drainage
construction by a professional engineer.

SW3 – Surface runoff and
seepage water quality that Closure water quality that meets
is safe for people,
territorial/federal guidelines and/or site
vegetation, aquatic life, and specific risk-based criteria.
wildlife.
SW4 – Mine areas are
physically stable for use by
people and wildlife.

SW5 – Safe passage and
use for Caribou and other
wildlife.

Satisfactory final inspection by a professional
engineer.

No buildings or equipment remain above
surface grade.
Re-contouring of surface materials to reduce
ground hazards and reflect surrounding
topography where possible.
Engineered covers at the Fine PKC Facility and
Coarse PK Pile are constructed to provide a
physical barrier between wildlife and PK
materials.
Satisfactory results of post-closure wildlife risk
assessment.
DE BEERS CANADA INC.

SUITE 300, 5120-49th STREET, YELLOWKNIFE, NT X1A 1P8
TEL 1 (867) 766-7300 FAX 1 (867) 766-7347

www.debeersgroup.com/canada

Closure Objective

Proposed Closure Criteria

No visible buildings, equipment or non-local
materials on surface.
SW6 – Aesthetic conditions Re-establishment of natural drainage
of the Mine area are similar pathways where possible.
to surrounding natural
conditions
Infrastructure

I1 – Promote accelerated
natural recovery of
vegetation at disturbed
areas

Available surface materials have been
salvaged and applied as a growth substrate.
Scarifying compacted soil surfaces (e.g.,
roads).

I2 – Disturbed areas will be Removal of all potentially hazardous materials
safe for people, wildlife, and and satisfactory final inspection by a
vegetation.
professional engineer or geoscientist.
Disturbed areas at the Mine are remediated to
applicable federal/territorial soil quality
guidelines or site specific risk-based criteria
as required.

Key questions to include in discussion:
1. Are the criteria measurable and achievable?
2. Are the criteria consistent with the post-closure vision for
each closure objective?
3. What do you think? What are your concerns? What could
improve?

DE BEERS CANADA INC.

SUITE 300, 5120-49th STREET, YELLOWKNIFE, NT X1A 1P8
TEL 1 (867) 766-7300 FAX 1 (867) 766-7347
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Comments:

DE BEERS CANADA INC.
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BREAKOUT GROUP #2

Mine Rock Piles and PK Disposal Areas – Closure Criteria
Closure Objective

Proposed Closure Criteria

Mine Rock Piles

MR1 – Physically stable
Satisfactory stability monitoring results during
slopes to limit risk of failure
mining operations, and final inspection by a
that would impact the
professional engineer.
people or wildlife.
MR2 – Contaminated soils
and non-hazardous waste
disposal areas within piles
do not pose an
unacceptable risk to
aquatic life, people or
wildlife.

Satisfactory results of a post-closure risk
assessment.

PK1 – Prevent PK from
entering the surrounding
terrestrial and aquatic
environment.

Engineering design of the Fine PKC Facility
and Coarse PK Pile, as well as the dykes by a
professional engineer.
Satisfactory performance monitoring results
and final inspection of rock covers and dykes
by a professional engineer.

PK Disposal Areas

PK2 – Physically stable PK
disposal areas to limit risk
of facility failure.

Geotechnical stability analysis will be
completed as part of the detailed design of
rock covers by a professional engineer for the
Fine PKC Facility and Coarse PK Pile.
Satisfactory performance monitoring results
and final inspection of rock covers and dykes
by a professional engineer.
DE BEERS CANADA INC.

SUITE 300, 5120-49th STREET, YELLOWKNIFE, NT X1A 1P8
TEL 1 (867) 766-7300 FAX 1 (867) 766-7347
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Key questions to include in discussion:
1. Are the criteria measurable and achievable?
2. Are the criteria consistent with the post-closure vision for
each closure objective?
3. What do you think? What are your concerns? What could
improve?
Comments:

DE BEERS CANADA INC.
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TEL 1 (867) 766-7300 FAX 1 (867) 766-7347
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BREAKOUT GROUP #3

Kennady Lake and Open Pits – Closure Criteria
Closure Objective

Proposed Closure Criteria

KL1 – Water quality and
sediment quality in
Kennady Lake that is
sustainable for interaction
with aquatic life, wildlife,
and people.

Water and sediment quality that meets
territorial/federal guidelines or site-specific
risk-based criteria for water and sediment.

Kennady Lake

KL2 – Physically stable
constructed banks of
Kennady Lake to limit risk
of failure that would impact
aquatic life, wildlife and
people.

Satisfactory final inspection of area by a
professional engineer.

KL3- Enhanced fish habitat
to support the return of
aquatic life.

Complete all agreed upon fish habitat
compensation in accordance with DFO
authorization(s).

OP1 – The backfilled
and/or flooded pits will not
adversely impact
establishment of
sustainable aquatic
ecosystems and life in the
overlying Kennady Lake.

Water and sediment quality in the
flooded/backfilled pits will not adversely
affect Kennady Lake water quality such that it
prevents re-establishment of the aquatic
ecosystem in Kennady Lake.
Establishment of meromictic conditions within
the flooded Tuzo Pit.

Open Pit

DE BEERS CANADA INC.
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TEL 1 (867) 766-7300 FAX 1 (867) 766-7347
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Closure Objective

Proposed Closure Criteria

OP2 – Physically stable pit
walls to limit risk of a failure
Maintain meromictic conditions within the pit.
impacting people and
aquatic life.

Key questions to include in discussion:
1. Are the criteria measurable and achievable?
2. Are the criteria consistent with the post-closure vision for
each closure objective?
3. What do you think? What are your concerns? What could
improve?

DE BEERS CANADA INC.
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Comments:
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BREAKOUT GROUP #1

Reclamation Research – Revegetation

Uncertainty:
 Reclamation methods to facilitate the re-establishment of
native vegetation on the roads, pads and other infrastructure
areas at the Mine site.

Research Tasks:
 Best Management Practices and Case Studies Review –
focus on recent, successful examples
 Upland and Riparian Revegetation Research – field test plots
 Aquatic Revegetation Research – in concert with DFO
 Overburden and Lake Sediment Stockpile Volume Balance
and Management
Key questions to include in discussion:
1. Do the proposed research tasks address each uncertainty?
2. Are there additional uncertainties that are not addressed
through other follow up programs (i.e. WL monitoring), for
which research should be completed?
3. What do you think? What are your concerns? What could
improve?

DE BEERS CANADA INC.
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Comments:
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BREAKOUT GROUP #2

Reclamation Research – Final Landforms to Support Wildlife
Habitat

Uncertainty:
 Closure options that would provide potential benefit for
caribou and other local wildlife.
Research Tasks:
 Desktop review of best practices and case studies –
successful implementation of wildlife habitat features at
reclaimed industrial sites (e.g. egress and access ramps on
the Mine Rock Piles).
 Engagement and feedback to inform the final closure design.
Reclamation Research – Physical Stability of Engineered Covers at
PK Areas.
Uncertainty:
 Long term physical stability and performance of engineered
covers at the PK disposal areas, as an erosion resistant
barrier

Research Tasks:
 Desktop review – research, constructability and performance
results available at similar sites.
 Geotechnical investigation – material testing and installation
of monitoring instruments
 Special studies and design considerations (e.g.
constructability, transitional layer)
DE BEERS CANADA INC.

SUITE 300, 5120-49th STREET, YELLOWKNIFE, NT X1A 1P8
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Key questions to include in discussion:
1. Do the proposed research tasks address each uncertainty?
2. Are there additional uncertainties that are not addressed
through other follow up programs (i.e. WL monitoring), for
which research should be completed?
3. What do you think? What are your concerns? What could
improve?
Comments:
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BREAKOUT GROUP #3

Reclamation Research – Post Closure Seepage

Uncertainty:
 Seepage at major mine waste areas (i.e. Coarse PK Pile, Fine
PKC Facility, and Mine Rock Piles) post closure.
Research Tasks:
 Data collection – seepage monitoring as per the Project
Water Licence.
 Comparison of predicted and measured seepage data –
potential implications to the closure design assessed
Reclamation Research – Stability of Chemocline

Uncertainty:
 Development and stability of the meromictic conditions
predicted within the flooded Tuzo Pit.

Research Tasks:
 Desktop review – research findings and case study results
available at similar sites. Available methods for enhancing
chemocline (e.g. freshwater flooding during ice conditions)
 Comparison of key assumptions and inputs from predictions
to measured values (e.g. TDS concentration of groundwater
inflows)
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Reclamation Research – Timeline and Options for the
Reconnection of Kennady Lake

Uncertainty:
 Timeline and water management methods for the
reconnection Kennady Lake

Research Tasks:
 Collection of water quality and quantity monitoring data at
the WMP and up gradient lakes.
 Comparison of key assumptions and inputs from predictions
to measured values (e.g. water quality parameters in the
WMP, water level fluctuations in up gradient lakes)
 Water Management Options Assessment
Key questions to include in discussion:
1. Do the proposed research tasks address each uncertainty?
2. Are there additional uncertainties that are not addressed
through other follow up programs (i.e. WL monitoring), for
which research should be completed?
3. What do you think? What are your concerns? What could
improve?
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Comments:
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GA.CUP Of COHl'ANIES

DE BEERS GAHCHO KUÉ PROJECT
CLOSURE WORKSHOP
Yellowknife, NT March 2, 2016

INTRODUCTION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Housekeeping & safety message
Prayer
Participant introductions
Review agenda
Presentation and break-out discussion

OBJECTIVES
1. Opportunity for discussion and feedback
regarding the Draft ICRP.
2. Receive feedback from participants
regarding closure criteria, options and
reclamation research.

The De Beers Group of Companies
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Advanced
Exploration
Camp

Airstrip
Construction Camp

Quarry

Advanced
Exploration
Camp

Airstrip

Emulsion Plant

5034 Pit

Fuel
Storage

Construction Camp

Dyke A

Advanced
Exploration
Camp

GAHCHO KUÉ CONSTRUCTION UPDATE

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Land Use Permit Issued in August, 2014
Water License issued in September, 2014
Dyke A constructed in September, 2014
De-watering began December 20, 2014
Kennady Lake Fish-out completed in August, 2015
18.65 Mm3 of water discharged in Year 1 of construction (2015)
i. Discharge in the winter, spring and summer
ii. No instances of non-compliance, no incidents
3.45 Mm3 of water to be discharged annually from Year 2
Construction of the Process Plant, the Emulsion Plant, and the Truck
shop progressing well
Several dykes under construction including dykes H, I, J, K, L, A1
Dyke L will be constructed this summer
Fine PK Facility will be commissioned in 2016
Commissioning of the Processing Plant will be occur in second half of
2016
The De Beers Group of Companies
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INTERIM CLOSURE AND RECLAMATION PLAN

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

ICRP represents an important planning stage for the mine
De Beers is committed to incorporating closure planning into
operations
Progressive Reclamation starts early in the life of the project
with closure of the PK facilities (Years 5&6) and initiation of
reclamation research
Two of the pits will be backfilled resulting in much smaller
footprint and much less mine rock on the surface
Groundwater inflows and process-affected water will be stored
within the water management pond during operations, then to
Tuzo Pit at closure
Kennady Lake will be re-filled with fresh water from Lake N11
and the natural catchment area
De Beers is committed to ensuring that the water in Kennady
Lake will be able to support aquatic life at closure

The De Beers Group of Companies
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IDENTIFICATION OF CLOSURE CRITERIA IS CRITICAL TO SUCCESS

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

Closure is incorporated into planning from the beginning
Criteria for measuring progress towards the objectives
are essential in clarifying expectations and ensuring
those expectations can be met
This mine will operate for 12 years
Active closure is a 2 year period
Establishing clear, achievable criteria for closing this
mine before the features are constructed ensures
features can be constructed with closure criteria in mind
A Reclamation Research Plan is incorporated into the
ICRP to address areas of uncertainty, particular interest,
or concern
Most research focusses on the best methods for
achieving the objectives, not on what the objectives, or
criteria should be
Criteria and Reclamation Research are the focus of this
workshop
The De Beers Group of Companies
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AGENDA

1. Objective of Workshop
2. Summary of Gahcho Kué Project
3. Mine closure planning in the NWT
4. Updates to the closure and reclamation plan
5. Project description and closure activities
------------Break (10:00 to 10:30)-------------------------------------------------------5. Closure objectives and criteria
6. Break-out discussion groups (Topic: Closure Criteria)
------------Lunch (12:00 to 13:30)------------------------------------------------------7. Closure options and reclamation research
8. Break-out discussion groups (Topic: Research)
------------Break (15:00 to 15:30)-------------------------------------------------------9. Next Steps, Questions
10. Closing
The De Beers Group of Companies
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PROJECT SUMMARY – FAST FACTS

Capital cost

$1.0 billion

Mine life

~12 years

Mine-site area
Average annual production
(Estimated)
•

1,720 ha
~4.5 M Carats
~3 M Tonnes

Signed six Impact Benefit Agreements:
o North Slave Métis Alliance (July 2013);
o Tlicho Government (January 2014);
o Yellowknives Dene First Nation (February 2014);
o Lutsel K’e and Kache Dene First Nation (July 2014)
o NWT Métis Nation (December 2014); and,
o Deninu Kué First Nation (December 2014).
The De Beers Group of Companies
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KENNADY LAKE
• 870 hectares (8.7 km2)
• 1% of the size of Lac de Gras

Tuzo Pit
Operations: Years 5 to 11

• ~8 m average depth
• ~53.6 million m3 at maximum
recorded volume

5034 Pit
Operations: Years 1 to 7

PROJECT SCHEDULE
• Construction, 2 years (~2014 to 2016)

• Operations, 12 years (~2017 to 2027)
• Closure, 2 years (~2028 to 2029)
• Kennady Lake Refilling, 12+ years
(~2028 to 2039)

Hearne Pit
Operations: Years 1 to 4

• Post-closure, (~2030 – 2044)
The De Beers Group of Companies
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MINE CLOSURE PLANNING IN THE NWT
Policies
• Developed by AANDC/INAC in 1980s in response to
environmental impacts and financial burden to the Canadian
public.
• In 2002, INAC released its Mine Site Reclamation Policy for
the Northwest Territories.
Acts and Regulations
• Multiple acts and associated regulations that a mine site
must adhere to, including:
o Mackenzie Valley Resource Management Act (MVRMA)
o Northwest Territories Waters Act
o Territorial Lands Act
o Canadian Environmental Protection Act
o Fisheries Act
The De Beers Group of Companies
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MINE CLOSURE PLANNING IN THE NWT
Closure and Reclamation Plans
• Required as a condition of Water Licence issued by
Land and Water Boards.
• Closure Plan Guidelines
o Previously, INAC (2007)
o Most recently, AANDC and the LWBs of the
Mackenzie Valley (2013)

The De Beers Group of Companies
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MINE CLOSURE PLANNING IN THE NWT

life Stages
of Mine

New Mine

Existing Mine

Closed Mine

CONCEPTUAL

INTERIM

INTERIM

FINAL

RECLAMATION

PERFORMANCE

CRP

CRP

CRPs

CRP

COMPLETION REPORT

ASSESSMENT REPORT

INTERIM

FINAL

RECLAMATION

PERFORMANCE

CRP

COMPLETION REPORT

A SSESSMENT REPORT

FINAL

RECLAMATION

PERFORMANCE

CRP

COMPLETION REPORT

A SSESSMENT REPORT

CRPs

-----------------

-------- ---------

-----------------·
(AANDC et al., 2013)

The De Beers Group of Companies
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CONTENTS OF THE INTERIM CLOSURE AND RECLAMATION PLAN
1. Executive summary
2. Introduction
3. Project environment
4. Project description
5. Requirements for permanent closure and reclamation
6. Progressive reclamation
7. Temporary closure
8. Integrated schedule of activities approaching permanent closure
9. Post-closure site assessment
10.Financial security
Appendices
A. Glossary of Terms and Definitions
B. List of Acronyms, Abbreviations, Units, and Symbols
C. Record of Engagement
D. Supporting Documents
E. Reclamation Research Plan
The De Beers Group of Companies
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ICRP DEVELOPMENT
• Closure plan for the site first presented in 2010 within Environmental Impact Statement.

Stakeholder Feedback and Desires

How Items Were Addressed

Incorporation of Traditional Knowledge in
closure objectives and closure planning

Workshops, on-going
Returning groundwater to the pits, communities involved in Fish
Out program, Traditional Knowledge cabin

Water quality at closure

Commitment #22 – Not allow changes to water quality that could
adversely affect drinkability, fish communities and ability to eat
fish in Lake N11, Area 8 and Kennady Lake

Reducing the recovery time of Kennady Lake

Active refilling, Reclamation research plan, Section 5 – Timeline
to reconnect Kennady Lake to surrounding waterbodies

Minimizing the mine footprint

High waste rock piles with small footprint, backfilling mine rock
and PK into pits, construction camp used as operation camp

Minimizing impacts to caribou from mine rock
piles

Reclamation research plan, Section 2.3 – Final landform options
to support wildlife
The De Beers Group of Companies
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ICRP DEVELOPMENT

• Closure plan updated based on feedback to form Conceptual Closure and Reclamation Plan (CCRP) in 2013
• Submitted with WL application.

• Further feedback and engagement supporting the WL processes was completed.

The De Beers Group of Companies
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ICRP DEVELOPMENT

• CCRP was updated to form the ICRP in 2016

Closure Goal

• Revisions based on feedback received on
2013 CCRP throughout WL process and
following issuance, and to meet the
requirements of the Guidelines.

Closure Principles

• Key changes:

•
•
•
•
•

Reorganization
Additional background information
Objectives-based framework
Closure criteria
Reclamation Research Plan

Closure Objectives
Closure Criteria

• Final ICRP to be submitted to MVLWB prior to
operations.
The De Beers Group of Companies

Closure Options

Selected Closure Activity
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ENGAGEMENT IN CLOSURE PLANNING
•
•

•

•

•

Ongoing since 1998, will continue throughout the project
Has included various meetings, workshops, open houses, TK studies
and site visits.
o September, 2014 closure workshop with focus on objectives and
criteria
Summary notes and outcomes are documented in De Beers
Engagement Plan and Implementation Report
o Next submission expected in coming months.
Annual events moving forward include:
o Community visits
o Summer site visits hosted at the Mine
o Quarterly meetings with designated staff of each Aboriginal Party
Participation in Ni Hadi Xa

The De Beers Group of Companies
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ADDITIONAL OPPORTUNITY FOR INPUT

Annual Closure and Reclamation Plan Progress
Report
• Provides updates on:
o Closure and reclamation schedule
o Engagement summary
o Reclamation research
o Progressive reclamation
o Engineering design changes/refinements
o Reclamation liability estimate
o Proposed changes to the existing ICRP
document
• First Progress Report to be submitted March,
2016

The De Beers Group of Companies
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Gacho Kué
Project Description, Closure Activities and the Post-Closure Vision

The De Beers Group of Companies
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
For closure planning, the mine is separated
into the following primary mine areas:

• Open Pits
• PK Disposal Areas
• Mine Rock Piles

• Kennady Lake
• Infrastructure

The De Beers Group of Companies
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TIMELINE FOR CLOSURE

ACTIVITY / YEAR

Post-Closure
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044

Closure

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032

Operations

Mine Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
5034 Pit
Hearne Pit

Operations
Closure
and Reclamation
Operation

Tuzo Pit

Closure and Reclamation

Fine PK Facility
Coarse PK Pile
South Mine Rock Pile
West Mine Rock Pile
Infrastructure
Refilling Kennady Lake
Reclamation Performance Monitoring

The De Beers Group of Companies
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OPEN PITS

Hearne Pit

5034 Pit
Tuzo Pit
Original Kennady Lake elevation

> 2.0 m

~50 m

~> 50 m
~100 m

250 m

300 m
360 m

Waste Rock & PK
Waste Rock & PK

The De Beers Group of Companies

Dense Water

23

5034 Pit in 2015

The De Beers Group of Companies
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PROCESSED KIMBERLITE DISPOSAL AREAS
•
•

•

~33.4 MT of PK generated – 23.4 MT Coarse PK
and ~10 MT Fine PK
Coarse PK (0.25 mm to 6.5 mm particle size)
o Non-PAG and low metal leaching potential
o Years 1 to 5: Trucked to the Coarse PK Pile
(~10 MT, 43% of total)
o Years 6 to 12: Progressively reclaimed
Fine PK (<0.25 mm particle size)
o Non-PAG with low to mixed metal leaching
potential. Mixed when saturated, low
otherwise
o Years 1 to 4: Pumped as thickened slurry to
the Fine PKC Containment Facility (~3.7 MT,
37% of total)
o Years 5 to 12: Progressively reclaimed
The De Beers Group of Companies
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FINE PK CONTAINMENT FACILITY

50
1
~15 m

~1 m non-PAG rock
Fine PK

CONCEPTUAL
• Height – variable, ~15 m high
• ~2% Slope during operations
• Filter dyke to contain solids
• Covered with a layer of mine rock and
coarse PK
• Permafrost will aggrade within the interior
(not required)

Location of PK deposition spigot to be adjusted
throughout operations
The De Beers Group of Companies
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DIAVIK FINE PK FACILITY - COVER CLOSURE CONCEPT

3 m non-PAG waste rock
2001 Concept

1 m Till
5 m non-PAG waste rock
Fine PK

2013 Concept

The De Beers Group of Companies
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EKATI LONG LAKE CONTAINMENT FACILITY CLOSURE CONFIGURATION

Cover Design –
Combination of rock
and vegetation.
Vegetation primary
focus to stabilize
surface.

The De Beers Group of Companies
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PROCESSED KIMBERLITE DISPOSAL AREAS – POST CLOSURE VISION
Coarse PK Pile
• Approximately 35 m high
• Material will be graded to 4W:1H and
include a mine rock cover
• Permafrost will aggrade within the interior
(not required)

4
1
~35 m
Coarse PK

The De Beers Group of Companies
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MINE ROCK PILES – SOUTH AND WEST MINE ROCK PILES
•

300 MT of waste rock generated - 285 nonPAG and 15 MT PAG

•

Landfill waste – waste has a set back of 31
m from original high water mark with
minimum 5 m cover

•

PAG rock in waste rock piles

o Saturated if placed below ordinary water
level of Kennady Lake. Estimated 22% of
total PAG rock (3.34 MT)
o Unsaturated if placed above ordinary
water level of Kennady Lake. Estimated
28% of total PAG rock (4.24 MT)
The De Beers Group of Companies
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CONCEPTUAL WASTE ROCK PILE – ROCK PLACEMENT

2.2 to 2.4
2 m Till

>15 m

1

PAG

Original Kennady
Lake Level

PAG

The De Beers Group of Companies
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SOUTH MINE ROCK PILE

ORIGINAL LAKE ELEVATION 420.7m

• ~100 MT of waste rock (~2.4MT PAG, 98 MT non-PAG)
• Top of pile elevation - ~550 m
• Original ground surface – variable ~430 m
• Overall height - ~120 m
• Bench – 15 m height, 15 m width, 1.3:1V slope

• Overall slope – 2.2H:1V to 2.4H:1V
• Permafrost will aggrade within the interior (not
required)
• No cover or revegetation (commitment to further
discuss with Aboriginal communities)
The De Beers Group of Companies
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WEST MINE ROCK PILE

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
• Overall height - ~120 m
• Bench – 15 m height, 15 m width, 1.3:1V slope
• Overall slope – 2.2H:1V to 2.4H:1V
• Permafrost will aggrade within the interior (not
required)
• No cover or revegetation (commitment to further
discuss with Aboriginal communities)

The De Beers Group of Companies
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DIAVIK NORTH COUNTRY ROCK PILE COVER CONFIRGURATION – PAG MANAGEMENT

Non-PAG waste rock
3m

Non-PAG waste rock

Till

1.5 m
1

Low and/or
PAG waste rock

1
1.3

3
2 layer cover system over low
and PAG waste rock

No cover over non-PAG waste rock

The De Beers Group of Companies
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EKATI MISERY WASTE ROCK PILE – CONCEPTUAL CONFIGURATION

Non-PAG
25o slope
PAG

Non-PAG

The De Beers Group of Companies
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KENNADY LAKE
• Construction of perimeter and
internal dykes, de-watering.
• Basins used to manage all
contact water within the
Project development area
(Mine Rock Piles, PK areas,
main camp, warehouses and
processing infrastructure, etc.).
• Discharge of any managed
water will occur as per EQCs of
Water Licence.

The De Beers Group of Companies
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ORDER OF DYKE BREACH:
1. Dykes B, J, N
2. K
3. E, F, G
4. A

The De Beers Group of Companies
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KENNADY LAKE – POST CLOSURE VISION
• Refilled to pre-disturbance
water level range.
• Reconnected with upstream
and downstream waterbodies.
• Newly developed fish habitat at
the dykes and open pit areas.
• Dykes lowered to allow small
craft navigation.
• Fish habitat will be addressed
as per the DFO authorizations

The De Beers Group of Companies
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INFRASTRUCTURE
All other structures constructed
to support the Project. Notable
components include:

• Roads and the Airstrip
• Power Plant and fuel storage
• Accommodations complex
• Processing Facility
• Maintenance shops
• Laydowns and warehouses
• AN Storage Facility
• Landfarm
The De Beers Group of Companies
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3
.

4
.

INFRASTRUCTURE – POST CLOSURE VISION
• Buildings inspected and hazardous materials removed
for off-site disposal.
• Salvageable equipment and materials will shipped offsite.

• Inert solid materials will be placed in the landfill areas
within the Mine Rock Piles or the mined out Tuzo Pit.

5
.

2
.
6
.

1
.

• Soil contamination assessed, excavated and shipped
off-site as needed.

• Final grading plan will be developed to restore natural
drainage where possible
• All slopes and drainage pathways are physically stable.
• Scarifying and contouring of compacted surface soils
(e.g. roads and airstrip) to encourage the natural
revegetation process.
The De Beers Group of Companies
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Waste Management Area
Fuel Storage
Camp Accommodations
Mega dome
Process Plant
Truck Shop
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DEVELOPMENT OF CLOSURE OBJECTIVES AND CRITERIA
• Long term and short term closure objectives
developed with the Environmental Impact
Statement (2010).

• Revised within the 2013 CCRP
• Focus of closure workshop held in September
2014.
• Outcomes carried forward within the 2016
Draft ICRP, reorganized to meet definitions
prescribed in the 2013 AANDC/MVLWB
Guidelines. Organized as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Site wide
Infrastructure
Open pits
PK facilities
Kennady Lake
The De Beers Group of Companies
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Closure Goal
"To return the mine site and affected areas to viable and. wherever practicable, self-sustaining
ecosystems that are compatibre with a healthy environment and with human activities."
Proponents can add to this goal (with stakeholder input), provided the reclama tion standard
expressed in this goal is maintained or improved

Closure Principles
These principles guide the selection of closure objectives:
• Physical Stability
• Chemical Stablllty
• No Long-Term Active Care

• Future Use

•

Component-Specific Objectives
Objectives are developed for each mine component. Examples of components include:
Underground Mine
Open Pits

Waste Rock and Overburden Piles

Buildings and Equipment

Tailings Containment Areas

Transportation Routes

Landfills and Other Waste Disposal
The De Beers Group of Companies

Infras true ture

Water Management Systems

(AANDC et al, 2013)
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Closure Goal

Objectives-Based
Approach to Closure and
Reclamatlon Planning

To return the mine site and affected areas to vlable and. wherever
pract icable. self ·sustaining ecosystems that are c ompatib le with a
healthy environment a nd w ith human activities.

Closure Principles
The closure prnldples guide the selection ot closure objectives.

Closure Objectives

C losure Criteria
Closure cr1tena measure whether
the selected closure activity meets a
partic ular closure objective.

A closure objective describes what the selected closure activity alms
to achieve. Typlcally. closure obJedlves are specific to the mlne's
c omponents. They must be achievable and measurable and allow
tor the development of c losure crlterfa .

Closure Options
Proponents propose a set ot closure options to achieve the closure
objectives.

~

Selected Closure Activity
The selected c losure activity Is chosen from the closure options, and
once approved, the proponent can begin the final engineering and
design phase.
43
The De Beers Group of Companies

(AANDC et al, 2013)

Closure Objective

Proposed Closure Criteria

Site Wide
SW1 – Air quality levels safe for Closure air quality criteria that meets
people, vegetation, aquatic life territorial/federal guidelines or site-specific riskand wildlife.
based criteria.

Action – Measurements

Post-closure dust deposition
monitoring.

SW2 – Drainage pathways for
surface runoff are physically
stable.

Final landscape inspected and
Satisfactory final inspection of drainage construction submission of as-built drawings
by a professional engineer.
and report completed by a
professional engineer.

SW3 – Surface runoff and
seepage water quality that is
safe for people, vegetation,
aquatic life, and wildlife.

Closure water quality that meets territorial/federal
guidelines and/or site specific risk-based criteria.

Post-closure monitoring of
runoff and seepage quality at
appropriate locations.

Satisfactory final inspection by a professional
engineer.

Final landscape inspected and
submission of as-built drawings
and report completed by a
professional engineer.

SW4 – Mine areas are
physically stable for use by
people and wildlife.

The De Beers Group of Companies
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Closure Objective

Proposed Closure Criteria

Action – Measurements

No buildings or equipment remain above surface
grade.
Re-contouring of surface materials to reduce ground
hazards and reflect surrounding topography where
possible.
Engineered covers at the Fine PKC Facility and
Coarse PK Pile are constructed to provide a physical
barrier between wildlife and PK materials.
Satisfactory results of post-closure wildlife risk
assessment.

Final landscape inspected and
submission of as-built
conditions in a summary report
completed by a qualified
person.

No visible buildings, equipment or non-local
materials on surface.
Re-establishment of natural drainage pathways
where possible.

Final landscape inspected and
submission of as-built
conditions in a summary report
completed by a qualified
person.

Site Wide

SW5 – Safe passage and use
for Caribou and other wildlife.

SW6 – Aesthetic conditions of
the Mine area are similar to
surrounding natural conditions

The De Beers Group of Companies

Post-closure wildlife risk
assessment and summary
report completed by a qualified
person.
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Closure Objective

Proposed Closure Criteria

Action – Measurements

Infrastructure

I1 – Promote accelerated
natural recovery of vegetation
at disturbed areas

Available surface materials have been salvaged and
applied as a growth substrate.
Scarifying compacted soil surfaces (e.g., roads).

I2 – Disturbed areas will be
safe for people, wildlife, and
vegetation.

Removal of all potentially hazardous materials and
satisfactory final inspection by a professional
engineer or geoscientist.
Disturbed areas at the Mine are remediated to
applicable federal/territorial soil quality guidelines or
site specific risk-based criteria as required.

The De Beers Group of Companies

Final landscape inspected and
submission of as-built
conditions in a summary report
completed by a qualified
person.
Post-closure Environmental Site
Assessment completed by a
professional engineer or
geoscientist.
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Closure Objective

Proposed Closure Criteria

Action – Measurements

Water and sediment quality in the flooded/backfilled
pits will not adversely affect Kennady Lake water
quality such that it prevents re-establishment of the
aquatic ecosystem in Kennady Lake.
Establishment of meromictic conditions within the
flooded Tuzo Pit.

Post-closure water quality and
sediment quality monitoring of
Kennady Lake.
Post-closure monitoring of
meromictic conditions in the
flooded Tuzo Pit.

Maintain meromictic conditions within the pit.

Final pit configuration
inspected and reflected in asconstructed drawing.

Open Pits

OP1 – The backfilled and/or
flooded pits will not adversely
impact establishment of
sustainable aquatic
ecosystems and life in the
overlying Kennady Lake.

OP2 – Physically stable pit
walls to limit risk of a failure
impacting people and aquatic
life.

The De Beers Group of Companies
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Closure Objective

Proposed Closure Criteria

Action – Measurements

Mine Rock Piles

MR1 – Physically stable slopes Satisfactory stability monitoring results during
to limit risk of failure that would mining operations, and final inspection by a
impact the people or wildlife.
professional engineer.

Area inspected and submission
of an as-built drawing and
summary report by a
professional engineer.

MR2 – Contaminated soils and
non-hazardous waste disposal
Satisfactory results of a post-closure risk
areas within piles do not pose
assessment.
an unacceptable risk to aquatic
life, people or wildlife.

Submission of a post-closure
risk assessment completed by
a qualified person.

The De Beers Group of Companies
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Closure Objective

Proposed Closure Criteria

Action – Measurements

PK Disposal Areas
Engineering design of the Fine PKC Facility and
Coarse PK Pile, as well as the dykes by a
PK1 – Prevent PK from entering professional engineer.
the surrounding terrestrial and
Satisfactory performance monitoring results and
aquatic environment.
final inspection of rock covers and dykes by a
professional engineer.

PK2 – Physically stable PK
disposal areas to limit risk of
facility failure.

Geotechnical stability analysis will be completed as
part of the detailed design of rock covers by a
professional engineer for the Fine PKC Facility and
Coarse PK Pile.
Satisfactory performance monitoring results and
final inspection of rock covers and dykes by a
professional engineer.
The De Beers Group of Companies

Final landscape inspected and
submission of as-built
conditions in a summary report
completed by a professional
engineer.
Post-closure geotechnical
monitoring at appropriate
locations.
Final landscape inspected and
submission of as-built
conditions in a summary report
completed by a professional
engineer.
Post-closure geotechnical
monitoring at appropriate
locations.
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Closure Objective

Proposed Closure Criteria

Action – Measurements

Water and sediment quality that meets
territorial/federal guidelines or site-specific riskbased criteria for water and sediment.

Post-closure water quality and
sediment quality monitoring of
Kennady Lake.

KL2 – Physically stable
constructed banks of Kennady
Lake to limit risk of failure that
would impact aquatic life,
wildlife and people.

Satisfactory final inspection of area by a
professional engineer.

Final landscape inspected and
submission of an as-built
drawing by a professional
engineer.

KL3- Enhanced fish habitat to
support the return of aquatic
life.

Submission of summary report
Complete all agreed upon fish habitat compensation
by qualified person and
in accordance with DFO authorization(s).
approval by relevant authorities.

Kennady Lake
KL1 – Water quality and
sediment quality in Kennady
Lake that is sustainable for
interaction with aquatic life,
wildlife, and people.

The De Beers Group of Companies
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Closure Objective

Proposed Closure Criteria

Action – Measurements

KL4 – Small craft navigation
through dyke and pit area.

Dykes breached, a minimum of 30 m width by 2 m
depth, to create a navigable route as per Transport
Canada approval.

Submission of as-built drawings
signed by a Professional
Engineer.

Water quality that meets generic or site-specific riskKL5 - Return Kennady Lake to a based criteria for use as a source of drinking water.
state that will support a
Water quality that meets acceptable criteria for the
functioning aquatic ecosystem reconnection of Kennady Lake to the surrounding
and traditional uses.
waters and the return of lake trout, northern pike
and arctic grayling populations.

The De Beers Group of Companies

Post-closure water quality
monitoring and measurement
of presence, abundance and
population data to track reestablishment of fish species.
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BREAK OUT SESSION #1 – CLOSURE CRITERIA

Group

Area

Criteria

1.

Site Wide and Infrastructure

SW1 – SW6, I1 – I2

2.

Mine Rock Piles and PK Disposal
Facilities

MR1 – MR2, PK1 – PK2

3.

Kennady Lake – Water Quality

KL1 – KL5, OP1 – OP2

Key questions to include in discussion:
1. Are the criteria measurable and achievable?
2. Are the criteria consistent with the post-closure vision for each closure objective?

The De Beers Group of Companies
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Gacho Kué
Closure Options and Reclamation Research

The De Beers Group of Companies
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CLOSURE OPTIONS

Closure Goal

• Closure options considered during
initial project design phase, supporting
EIS.

Closure Principles

• Detailed Alternatives Analysis Report
(De Beers, 2012) provided breakdown
of the evaluation and rationale for
selection.
• Lake refilling (natural vs.
natural with some pumping)
• Location of coarse PK
• Location of number of mine
rock piles

Closure Objectives

Closure Criteria

Closure Options
Selected Closure Activity

The De Beers Group of Companies
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CLOSURE OPTIONS
• Moving forward, closure options will focus
primarily on the refinement of the existing
closure design.
• Aspects of closure for which closure options
assessment is planned:
•
•
•
•
•

Revegetation;
Stability of meromixis;
Post-closure wildlife habitat;
Timeline for refilling Kennady Lake,
Cover options for PK disposal areas

A3 to N11 Dewatering Pipe
The De Beers Group of Companies
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RECLAMATION RESEARCH
• Resolve uncertainties and answer questions
pertaining to environmental risks for closure
options or selected closure activities.
• Studies may include desktop reviews, studies
supporting engineering design, field trials,
comparison of predictions to actual site
conditions.
• Planned research identified in the draft ICRP:
• Revegetation, seepage at mine rock piles
and PK areas, final landform options,
engineered covers for PK areas,
chemocline in flooded pits, and timeline for
reconnection of Kennady Lake.

The De Beers Group of Companies
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RECLAMATION RESEARCH - REVEGETATION
Uncertainty: Reclamation methods to facilitate the reestablishment of native vegetation on the roads, pads
and other infrastructure areas at the Mine site.
• Best Management Practices and Case Studies
Review – focus on recent, successful examples
• Upland and Riparian Revegetation Research – field
test plots
• Aquatic Revegetation Research – in concert with
DFO
• Overburden and Lake Sediment Stockpile Volume
Balance and Management

The De Beers Group of Companies
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RECLAMATION RESEARCH – POST CLOSURE SEEPAGE
Uncertainty: Seepage at major mine waste areas (i.e.
Coarse PK Pile, Fine PKC Facility, and Mine Rock
Piles) post closure.
• Data collection – seepage monitoring as per the
Project Water Licence.
• Comparison of predicted and measured seepage
data – potential implications to the closure design
assessed

The De Beers Group of Companies
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RECLAMATION RESEARCH – FINAL LANDFORM OPTIONS TO SUPPORT WILDLIFE HABITAT

Uncertainty: Closure options that would provide potential
benefit for caribou and other local wildlife.
• Desktop review of best practices and case studies –
successful implementation of wildlife habitat features
at reclaimed industrial sites (e.g. egress and access
ramps on the Mine Rock Piles).
• Engagement and feedback to inform the final closure
design.

The De Beers Group of Companies
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RECLAMATION RESEARCH – PHYSICAL STABILITY OF ENGINEERED COVERS AT PK AREAS
Uncertainty: Long term physical
stability and performance of
engineered covers at the PK disposal
areas, as an erosion resistant barrier.

• Desktop review – research, constructability and performance
results available at similar sites.

• Geotechnical investigation – material testing and installation of
monitoring instruments
• Special studies and design considerations (e.g. constructability,
transitional layer)

50
1
~1 m non-PAG rock
Fine PK
The De Beers Group of Companies
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RECLAMATION RESEARCH – STABILTITY OF CHEMOCLINE
Uncertainty: Development and stability of
the meromictic conditions predicted within
the flooded Tuzo Pit.
• Desktop review – research findings and
case study results available at similar
sites. Available methods for enhancing
chemocline (e.g. freshwater flooding
during ice conditions)
• Comparison of key assumptions and
inputs from predictions to measured
values (e.g. TDS concentration of
groundwater inflows)
https://www.imwa.info/docs/imwa_2015/IMWA2015_Herrell_091.pdf
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RECLAMATION RESEARCH – TIMELINE AND OPTIONS FOR RECONNECTION OF KENNADY LAKE
Uncertainty: Timeline and water
management methods for the reconnection
Kennady Lake
•

Collection of water quality and quantity
monitoring data at the WMP and up
gradient lakes.

•

Comparison of key assumptions and
inputs from predictions to measured
values (e.g. water quality parameters in
the WMP, water level fluctuations in up
gradient lakes)

•

Water Management Options Assessment
(De Beers, 2010)
The De Beers Group of Companies
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RECLAMATION RESEARCH
• In the future, additional research projects may be
identified and included within the Reclamation
Research Plan.
• Response to unexpected monitoring results,
changes in mine plan, etc.
• Research will be required to refine development of
closure criteria.

The De Beers Group of Companies
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RECLAMATION RESEARCH - TIMELINE
Research Topic

Revegetation

Tasks
Desktop review of best practices and
case studies
Upland and riparian revegetation
research

2016 - 2019 2020 - 2024 2025 - 2028

Aquatic revegetation research
Overburden and lake sediments
management
Data collection

Post-Closure Seepage

Comparison of predicted and
measured seepage data
Desktop review of best practices and
Final Landform Options to case studies
Support Wildlife Habitat
Engagement and feedback
The De Beers Group of Companies
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RECLAMATION RESEARCH - TIMELINE
Research Topic

2016 - 2019 2020 - 2024 2025 - 2028

Tasks
Data collection

Physical Stability Desktop review
of Engineered
Geotechnical investigation
Rock Covers
Special studies and design considerations
Data collection
Enhance Stability Desktop review of Best Practices and Case
Studies – Enhance chemocline stability
of Chemocline
within Flooded Pit Comparison of predicted and measured
groundwater inflow data, assessment of
implications to closure
The De Beers Group of Companies
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RECLAMATION RESEARCH - TIMELINE

Research Topic

Tasks

2016 - 2019 2020 - 2024 2025 - 2028

Data collection

Reconnection of
Comparison of predicted and measured water
Kennady Lake to
quantity and quality data, assessment of
surrounding
implications to closure
waterbodies
Water management options assessment

The De Beers Group of Companies
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BREAK OUT SESSION #2 – RECLAMATION RESEARCH

Group

Topic

RRP Section Number

1.

Revegetation

2.1

2.

Final Landforms - Options to
Support Wildlife, Covers

2.3, 3.1

3.

Water Quality

2.2, 4.1, 5.1

Key questions to include in discussion:
1. Do the proposed research tasks address each uncertainty?
2. Are there additional uncertainties that are not addressed through other follow up
programs (i.e. WL monitoring), for which research should be completed?
The De Beers Group of Companies
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PATH FORWARD – ICRP DEVELOPMENT
• Submitted February 17, 2016 to support workshop
discussions.

• Summary meeting notes and action items will be
circulated.
• Follow up with Parties on specific items of concern and
how to address.

• The draft ICRP will be finalized for submission to the
MVLWB. Parties will have the opportunity for further
review as part of the MVLWB approval process.

The De Beers Group of Companies
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CLOSING

•
•

•

Any questions?
Feedback regarding closure and
reclamation is welcome at all times. Please
feel free to contact your inquires to:
o Sarah McLean, Regulatory Specialist
o E-mail:
Sarah.McLean@debeersgroup.com
o Phone: 867.766.7352
Thank you for your participation

The De Beers Group of Companies
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EXTRA SLIDES
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Gacho Kué
Reclamation Performance Monitoring

The De Beers Group of Companies
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Mine
Component

Site Wide

Monitoring Program

Planned Activities

Approximate Timeline

Air quality

Particulate monitoring.

During refilling of Kennady Lake, as
required.

Geotechnical

Periodic inspection of structures
remaining post-closure.

During mining for progressively
reclaimed areas, and during refilling of
Kennady Lake for remaining areas.

Water quality and
quantity

See monitoring activities proposed for the specific mine components.

Vegetation

Performance monitoring of
revegetation at disturbed areas to
document recovery.

During mining for progressively
reclaimed areas, and during refilling of
Kennady Lake for remaining areas.

Wildlife effects

Wildlife effects monitoring, scope
will largely be determined by
monitoring
results
The De
Beers Groupduring
of Companiesmining.

Throughout mining and refilling of
Kennady Lake, up to 5 years post
refilling.
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Mine
Component

Monitoring Program

Planned Activities

Approximate Timeline

Identification of unstable
areas for fish habitat, where
appropriate.

Prior to flooding at each pit.

Monitoring and inspection of
pit walls.

During mining and dewatering phase only.

Water quality and
quantity

Monitoring of water quality
including depth profiles to
assess establishment of
meromictic conditions.

During and post flooding of pits, up to 5 years
post refilling of Kennady Lake.

Aquatic effects

Monitoring of water quality
and quantity, sediment
quality and aquatic biota. The Throughout mining and refilling of Kennady
final scope will largely be
Lake, up to 5 years post refilling.
determined by monitoring
results during mining.

Geotechnical
Open Pits

Kennady Lake

The De Beers Group of Companies
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Mine
Component

Monitoring Program

Geotechnical

Planned Activities

Approximate Timeline

Periodic inspections and
review of geotechnical
monitoring data by a
geotechnical engineer to
assess stability and
performance.

During mining and refilling of Kennady Lake as
determined by monitoring results.

Periodic dam safety and
stability reviews of structures
that remain after closure.
Inspection of seepage
collection systems for water
quality flows.

Fine PKC Facility

Throughout mining.
Throughout mining.

Water quality and
quantity

Geochemical monitoring of
runoff and seepage.

Throughout mining.

Geotechnical

Periodic inspections and
review of geotechnical
monitoring data by a
geotechnical engineer to
assess stability and
performance.

During mining and refilling of Kennady Lake as
determined by monitoring results.

Water quality and
quantity

Geochemical monitoring of
De Beers Group of Companies
runoff andTheseepage.

Throughout mining.

Coarse PK Pile
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Mine
Component

Monitoring Program

Planned Activities

Approximate Timeline

Geotechnical

Periodic inspections and
review of geotechnical
monitoring data by a
geotechnical engineer to
assess stability and
performance.

During mining and refilling of Kennady Lake as
determined by monitoring results.

Water quality and
quantity

Identifying water discharge
areas and geochemical
monitoring of seepage.

Throughout mining.

Geotechnical

Periodic inspection of final
site grading post-closure. This
will include areas such as:
During the Kennady Lake refilling phase.
reshaped laydown areas,
roads and the airstrip, former
building foundations.
The De Beers Group of Companies

Mine Rock Piles

Infrastructure
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